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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE 

SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

 

PRESENT : Sri S. Das, 
   Additional Sessions Judge, 
   Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

 

CRIMINAL APPEAL  NO. 16 (S-2) OF 2014 

  

Md. Aminur  Ali 

S/o- Lt. Jalil Seikh 

Of Ouguri Pahar 

P.O and P.S - Tezpur 

Dist- Sonitpur, Assam.    …….. Appellant  

 

 

-VERSUS-  

 

State of Assam     ………… Respondent 

(Represented by Addl. Public Prosecutor, Sonitpur, Tezpur) 

 

 

A P P E A R A N C E 

 

For the Appellant : Sri J. Sundi, Advocate.  

 

For the State  :  Smti. R. Chakravorty, Addl. P.P. 

    

Date of Argument : 11-07-2016. 

 

Date of Judgment : 05-08-2016.   
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J U D G M E N T 

 

    This criminal appeal has been filed u/s 374 Cr. P.C against the Judgment 

and Order  passed by Sri M. Baruah, Chief Judicial Magistrate,   Sonitpur at Tezpur 

passed in G.R case No.228/2011  u/s 325 of IPC  convicting and sentencing the 

accused/appellant sentencing him to under-go Rigorous Imprisonment for a period of 6 

(six) months.  

 

               The facts necessary to give rise to this appeal are as follows :-  

 

2.   The case in brief is that  on 6-2-2011 one Mustt  Jamirun Nessa filed an 

ejahar with Lalmati Out Post under Tezpur P.S. alleging that on the same day at about 

8 a.m. the accused persons being armed with dao and lathi  assaulted her son Joynal 

Abedin and son-in-law Abdul Rashid causing grievous injuries.  The accused persons 

also abused them by using obscene words and language and assaulted her daughter. 

Injured Joynal Abedin and Abdul Rashid were admitted in the Kanaklata Civil Hospital 

for treatment.  

 

3.    On receipt of the ejahar police registered a case and investigated the 

same. After completion of investigation police submitted charge sheet against accused 

Babu Ali @ Anowar, Ator Ali @ Aktor, Aminur Ali and Bakke Ali U/s.294/323/ 

324/354/34 of  IPC. 

 

4.  On appearance of the accused persons charge U/s.324/325/34 IPC was 

framed and read over and explained to the accused persons, to which they pleaded not 

guilty.  

 

5.  Prosecution in order to prove its case examined eight witnesses in all. 

Defence case was total denial and adduced one DW in their defence.  

 

6.  The Ld. Court below, on consideration of evidence on record and after 

hearing ld. Counsel for both sides convicted the accused Aminur U/s.325 of IPC  and 
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sentenced to under-go Rigorous Imprisonment for a period of 6 (six) months. Other 

accused Babu Ali, Ator Ali and Bakke Ali were acquitted and set them at liberty.  

 

 7.  Being highly aggrieved by the order of conviction against accused 

Aminur, the appellant filed this appeal and assailed the judgment on the following 

grounds:  

 

8.   Grounds:-  

 

i) The entire judgment is based on conjectures and surmise and not based 

on the actual evidence adduced before the court.  

ii) The evidence of the prosecution witnesses are contradictory to each 

other and contradicting among themselves but the Ld. Trial Court failed 

to appreciate the evidence before it in its true perspective.  

iii) The  Ld. Trial Court  failed to mention anything about the cross case 

filed by Mousumi Begum against the son and son-in-law of the 

informant  in spite of the fact that the victims had admitted in their 

evidence that there is a cross case against them in which they are 

appearing as accused before the same court.   

iv) That, for having not discussed any of the evidence in said cross case GR 

No.242/2011, he failed to appreciate about the scuffle having taken 

place amongst both the sides in spite of the fact that DW 1 Md. 

Nijamuddin has categorically stated that he had seen alleged victim 

Rashid Ali coming with a „khukri‟  and pushed one of the accused Aktar 

Ali and attacked him by the said „khukri‟. The ld. Trial Magistrate also 

failed to appreciate  in its proper perspective the evidence of the said 

witness about the necessity of hitting Rashid Ali by Aminur in order to 

save his brother-in-law Aktor Ali in exercise of right to private defence.  

 

9.    I have gone through the evidence on record. I have also perused the 

impugned judgment and the grounds cited in the memo of appeal. I have also heard 

argument of both sides. 
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   Discussion, Decision and reasons thereof : 

 

10.  The Ld. Counsel for the accused submitted the ld trial court did not 

consider the fact of “cross case” filed against the son and son-in-law of the informant 

filed by Mousumi Begum, the sisters of Md. Aminur Ali, Md. Babu Ali and sister in law of 

Ator Ali and Bakke Ali and the victims had admitted in their evidence that there is a 

cross case against them in which they are appearing as accused in the said case before 

the court. The ld counsel also submitted that the ld trial court failed to discuss any of 

the evidence adduced in the said GR cross case No. 242/2011. It also submitted that 

DW. 1 Md. Nijamuddin who is a teacher of the nearby Madrassa school has 

categorically stated that he had seen the alleged victim Rashid  Ali coming with a 

“Khukuri” a sharp weapon and pushed one of the accused Md. Aktar Ali and attacked 

Aktor Ali by the said “Khukri”. The Ld. Magistrate also failed to appreciate in its proper 

perspective the evidence of the said witness about the necessity of hitting Rasid Ali by 

Aminur in order to save his brother in law Md. Aktor Ali in exercise of Right of private 

defence which has come out in the evidence before the court.  

 

11.  The Ld. Counsel for the appellant relied upon the decisions of the 

following cases on the points mentioned as under  – 

 

Points for Argument by the Appellant side – 

1. Serious omissions amounts to contradiction 

i) (1996) 2 GLR Page 79 

2. Hearsay Evidence – No evidence 

i) Crl.L.J. 2011 1844 (Gauhati) 

ii) (1997) 2 GLR 179 

iii) (1998 2 GLR 338. 

3. To rope in innocent person 

i) AIR 2010 SC 2657 (Para 21) 

 

4. Injuries on the accused not explained by the prosecution 

i) AIR 2001 SC 2488 

ii) (2008) 3 GLT 245 

iii) AIR 2010 SC 2657 (Para 15) 
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12.  On the other hand ld. Addl. P.P. submitted that there is ample evidence 

on record  in as much as there is evidence of the injured  PW 5 and his evidence has 

remained unshaken. It is also submitted that the medical evidence fully corroborates 

the ocular testimony of injured witness. It is further submitted that PW3 and PW2 are 

eye witnesses and they have also supported the evidence of PW5.  

 

13.   Situated  so, let me now consider the evidence of PWs . I 

propose to look at the evidence of doctor first. 

 

14.   PW 4 is  Dr. Basanta Kandali. His evidence is that on 6-2-2011 at 

a 8:20 a.m. he examined Abdul Rashid Ali and Joynal Abedin on police requisition, 

escorted and identified by Constable No.203 Dadul Bora and found as follows :  

 

1. Abdul Rashid Ali :  (i) Cut lacerated wound, 8cm x 1cm x 1cm over left parietal 

region of scalp. 

        (ii) Abrasion 2cm x 1cm over the right fore head.  

        (iii) Cut lacerated wound 3cm x 1cm x ½ cm over occipital 

area.  

        (iv) Swelling and tenderness right clavicle. Fracture of right 

clavicle.  

  Opinion  : Injury No.(i), (ii) and (iii) are simple, less than 12 hours old 

and caused by blunt weapon. Injury No.(iv) is grievous, less than 12 

hours and caused by blunt weapon.  

2. Joynal Abedin  : (i) Cut lacerated wound 4cm x 1cm x ½ cm over vertex of scalp. 

  (ii) Incised looking wound 2cm x 1cm x 1cm over ulna aspect of right 

fore-arm.  

Opinion : Injury No.(i) is simple, less than 12 hours and caused by blunt weapon and 

Injury No.(ii) is simple, less than 12 hours and caused by sharp weapon.  

  Ext.1 is the medical report and Ext.1(1) his signature.  

 

 15.      PW 1 Mustt. Jamiran Nessa. Her evidence is that about 5/6 

months ago one day at about 9 a.m.  she returned home and found her son Joynal 

Abedin and son-in-law Rashid Ali lying in unconscious state on the bank of the well. 
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Then she went to Lalmati OP and lodged a written ejahar. On being asked her son told 

her that the accused persons assaulted them with lathi. Rashid sustained fracture on 

his left shoulder and head and Joynal sustained injury on his head.  

 

16.     PW 2 is Md. Joynal Abedin. His evidence is that at the time of 

occurrence his Husna Begum went to the well to fetch water. The accused persons 

physically assaulted her. When  his brother-in-law Rashid Ali went to intervene them, 

the accused persons   physically assaulted him. Thereafter, he went there and the 

accused persons also physically assaulted him causing injury on his head and right arm.  

 

17.     PW 3 is Sri Keshab Chetry. His evidence is that the occurrence 

took place in the month of February, 2011. At about 6/6:30 p.m. hearing  hulla he 

came out and saw accused Aminur giving two blows on the head of Rashid with a lathi. 

Rashid fell down. The people gathered at the place of occurrence took Rashid to 

hospital for treatment.       

 

18.     PW 5  is Md. Rashid Ali. His evidence is that on the day of 

occurrence in the morning his wife Hasnara Begum went to fetch water from well. 

There was an altercation between his wife and Parveen. When he tried to intervened 

them, accused Aminur assaulted him with a lathi on his head. Then he became 

senseless. He regained his sense at Civil Hospital.  

 

19.   PW 6 is Smti Arati Talukdar. Her evidence is that about two 

years back one day at about 8:30 a.m.  while she was in her house, she heard quarrel 

between the accused persons and complainant. Later on she heard “Rashid moril, 

Rashid moril”. She went to the place of occurrence and saw that Rashid was taken to 

hospital.  

 

20.   PW 7 is Smti Sarala Devi. Her evidence is that she heard having 

quarrel at about 7 a.m. Later on, the family members of Rashid crying that  Rashdi had 

died. Then she came to the „hola‟ and saw that Rashid was taken to hospital by the 

family members. She saw blood oozing out from the head of Rashid. She also saw cut 

injury on the hand of Abedin.  
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21.   PW 8 is Mohan Chandra Nath. His evidence is that on 6-2-2011 

he was at Lalmati OP as ASI of Police. On that day I/C of the outpost received an 

ejahar from Jamiran Nessa. Accordingly, I/C made a GDE and forwarded the ejahar to 

Tezpur Ps for registering a case and endorsed his name for preliminary investigation. 

Ext.2 is the ejahar and Ext.2(1) signature of I/c Rama Kanta Nath.  He met the 

informant at the outpost and recorded her statement. He went to the place of 

occurrence, recorded the statement of witnesses, prepared sketch map of the P.O.  

Ext.3 is the sketch map and Ext.3(1) his signature. The injured persons already went to 

hospital for treatment.  He arrested the accused persons and forwarded to the court.  

He collected the medical repot and after completion of preliminary investigation he 

handed over the case diary to I/C Rama Kt. Nath who submitted charge sheet against 

the accused persons U/s.324/323/294/354/34 of IPC. Ext.4 is the charge sheet and 

Ext.4(1) signature of  I/C Rama Kanta Nath. 

 

22.   DW1 is Md. Nizamuddin. His evidence is that on 6-2-2011 at 

about 7:30 a.m. while he was in Madrassa he saw Rashid Ali being armed with a 

„khukri‟ at ITI field. There was push and pull between Akhtar Ali and Rashid Ali.  Rashid 

Ali gave a khukri blow to Akhtar Ali. At that time Aminur came running with a lathi  in 

his hand from his house and gave blow to Rashid. Later on people gathered there and 

took Rashid to hospital. He saw hitting Rashid  with a lathi on his fore-head.  He also 

saw giving blow with khukri on the fore-head of Akhtar.  

 

23.   On consideration of the evidence of PWs I find that the injured 

who has been examined as PW5 has categorically stated that on the date of occurrence 

in the morning his wife Hasnara Begum went to fetch water from well where a quarrel 

took place between his wife and one Parveen. On getting information about the quarrel 

he went there. At that moment accused Aminur came and gave blows on his head with 

a stick. PW 2 is another injured eye witness has stated that when his sister went to 

fetch water the accused persons came and assaulted his sister and when he and his 

brother-in-law went to intervene they assaulted him on his head and arm. PW1 and 

PW3 have fully supported the version of the injured witnesses. Doctor PW4 examined 

both the injured and he found fracture of clavicle on the person of PW5 . He also found 

simple injury on the person of PW2. 
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24.    Having regard to the law and facts and taking into consideration 

the facts material in its entirety, I find that on the relevant date the accused armed 

with lathi assaulted PW5 Rashid Ali causing simple and grievous injuries on his person. 

 

25.   In view of what has been discussed above I find that prosecution 

has been able to prove offence U/s.325 IPC against accused Aminur beyond reasonable 

doubt.   

 

26.    In my considered opinion the findings of Ld. Trial Court requires 

no interference. Accordingly the conviction recorded by the Ld. Trial Court is hereby 

affirmed. So far as the sentence imposed by the Ld. Court below is concerned it is 

found that the accused was sentenced to R.I for 6 months which in my opinion is not 

on the higher side. But the Ld. Trial Court omitted to impose sentence of fine as 

provided in Sec. 325 IPC.  

 

27.   In view of the above, the accused is sentenced to R I for 6 (six) 

months and to pay a fine of Rs 500.00 (Rupees five hundred) i/d R I for another                  

1 (one) month.  

 

28.   Convict-accused is directed to appear before the Ld. Court below 

within 1 (one ) month from the date of passing this  order to serve out the sentence.  

 

29.    Accordingly appeal stands dismissed on contest . No cost.    

                                                          

30.   Send back the LCR. 

 

31.   Given under my hand and seal of this court on 5th day of August, 

2016. 

 

 

       ( S. DAS ) 
Additional Sessions Judge, 

                Sonitpur :: Tezpur 


